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About This Game

To escape the city of Starkham and start your new life, you get your friend Preston to set up a meeting with the local loanshark,
Sweaty Mike. After foolishly borrowing $2,000 to start your fledgling drug dealing career, you embark on a timed mission to

sell as many drugs as possible throughout the city. However, you must evade the police, make sure not to ♥♥♥♥ off the locals
too much, and navigate an ever-changing drug market.

Visit locations like Crockfort, Pinky's Gun Emporium, Murphy's Lake, The Noose & Rafter Bar, Hillside, Saint Jaysus
Memorial Hospital, and more to interact with people and buy or sell a variety of drugs. Almost everyone you meet can be fought

or bartered with in some manner.

The Dope Game, the newest game from CoaguCo Industries, It is a take on John E. Dell's 1984 classic game Drugwars, where
the player goes around New York City trying to make as much money as possible selling drugs while evading the police. But this

isn't New York City. Or 1984. The Dope Game takes place in the fictional city of Starkham, Blannington, most infamously
known from our previous games One Way To Die and Raise Your Own Clone.

The game features original music by Macabre Gandhi and fully hand-drawn art assets by GP Garcia. For those of you
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unfamiliar with the premise, here is a fancy list of game features:

15 locations around Starkham

16 different drugs to buy and sell

35+ (barely) different weapons

8 different game lengths to play

Listen to the old lady say lots of things on the bus (unlocks stuff sometimes)

Borrow money from the loanshark (and maybe pay it back)

Interact with (and fight) a variety of townspeople

Randomly lose drugs, money, or weapons and possibly find those of other players

Hire crew members to fight with you, including animals

Random generated crew members: names, weapons, health, damage

Full soundtrack by Macabre Gandhi

25 Achievements

Fully hand-drawn game assets

Holiday, NSFW, and hard modes

A variety of random mechanics to make each game unique(ish)

Back up statistics on CoaguCo's server and Steam

Now with Russian localization

Owners of One Way To Die (dude, it's free) and/or Raise Your Own Clone will have access to additional bonuses in the game's
special locations, The Finningan Brothers Fun Park and Dr. Stansfield's Cloning Lab, respectively.

The Fun Park provides a new NPC to interact with, Bill Finningan, as well as allowing you to sell your wares to park-goers.
Owners of One Way To Die will get a random park animal for free after doing a favor for Mr. Finnigan and then heavy

discounts on additional animals.

The Cloning Lab provides another new NPC, Dr. Stansfield's nephew Marsch, who allows you to stash drugs there for your next
run. However, he may just do some of them. Owners of Raise Your Own Clone will also get heavy discounts on their storage

fees and more strict care from Marsch with their belongings.
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Title: The Dope Game
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 30 May, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD or Intel

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ Capable

Sound Card: Not necessary but you'll miss out on the music

Additional Notes: An okay memory or notepad

English,Russian
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It's fun and cheap, but a bit wonky. The shooting feels good, but grabbing the drinks is sometimes an issue as they either spill
immediately or don't count when you bring them to your face. The drinks also need to be a more to your side as after the first
couple they are too far behind you to be comfortable. But honestly the biggest problem is that I want to be able to switch sides
so I can shoot with my right and drink with my left.

But all that said, it's a fun concept. Having to keep yourself at a moderate level of drunk is a nice change of pace from just
constantly shooting and forces you to manage 2 things at once. For the price, it's a fun game.

Update:
I came back for another round and ended up beating the first level, which I hadn't even realized was a thing. I enjoyed the first
level, but the second one is a blast. It's still a small game, but it's priced well for the experience and it's worth having in VR
library.. i wanted orange soda and it gave me lemon lime. Possibly a decent game, but after spending 2 hours trying to figure out
the user interface and going through the tutorials, I am going to simply give up. Comparatively, I found the user interface for
Hearts of Iron 2 and HOI3 to be child’s play. I don't know how the developers ever devised such a bad control scheme, it's
simply horrendous and not intuitive in the least. I still have no idea how to set up armies or even build units after reading the
manual and playing for a while. I don't recommend buying this game.. Cool game with mods, BAD thing, this game is not
optimize, your graphic card might littery melt from Haydee being so Thicc and jiggle physic ,and not even a jokeing. I only
recommend buying this game too support the company or if you have a beast computer , or just wait till there mod that fix game
and optimize it.. Actually, it's pretty fun. But hard on certain levels. Get it if you love blowing stuff up.. Enjoyable platformer.
The mechanics are working well and the gameplay is optimal. The experience though is short and of little challenge. I suggest
you to buy the game on sale if you are into platformers.. Earlier than early access should ever allow.

I personally don't think people should have to see games this early it just doesn't allow someone to see the vision of the final
product and kills hope for a solid future.
. This is something like a maze, with elements of stealth and horror at the same time. Like the sound design of this game, it
hooks.
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This was a funny and an interesting game to play. I enjoyed the unique upgrades it had to offer (especially using a shotgun to
blast that one last card that had no draws for it). Thank you for making this game. :). What a horrible, gigantic mess this is. I
keep looking for a snowboarding game on PC and thought I'd give this a shot, wow...just bad, in every possible way. Bad
controls, bad menus, bad tracks, bad progression, did I mention it was really bad?

Avoid at all costs.. Nice puzzle game, just not complete! Really too bad they leave you hanging!. I only bought this game
because it was 9p on the market! :) However, it actually turned out to be a very enjoyable and worthwhile game. Thoroughly
reccomend it, even at full price, to those who enjoy 3d puzzles.. This is a quick, fascinating game. I'm actually wishing there was
a sequel, so some of the questions could be answered. Great music, nice art. It's free, so there's no reason not to try it out.. Great
Classic Movie I definitely would watch it again
*Sound Quality is Great for a 2.0 Stereo 1995 Movie
and Video is good to. Most bizzare 3-in-a-row, I've tried. Some crazy dialoges (yes, it has dialoges to skip before each round)
along with pluck the eyes chips design.

Game is also roughelike - you have 3 attempts to fail and then loose all of your progress.. Extremely awful controls. The
character stuck at some locations. The overwhelming darkness is completely annoying. It is a very bad game.. Honestly had high
hopes for this but every update is slowly destroying its usability. It has one of the nicer UI's of the VR Sculpting programs but
you must have to have a pretty beefy machine to use it to it's fullest now, my 1080 and 7700k used to be able to handle 6-7x
resolution but now it's struggles on 5.
Unless you already have the hardware or are super serious about creating using this specifically and are willing to spend the
multiple thousands on the hardware necessary to run it properly I can't recommend buying this, not when there are other
programs like this that work fine at high resolutions.

The Dope Game - Version 3.2.2 Update:
Hey, dopefiends! We issued one more small update which fixes something no one ever mentioned before.. the fact there is no
good way to end Endless Mode! We also added some minor tweaks to the dialog module as well.

In the usual fashion, as is tradition, here is a minor change log:

Added: way to end Endless Mode, on the bus

Changed: how dialog module handles choice options

Fixed: weird character overlay glitch in dialog

. The Dope Game - Version 3.3.0 Update:
Hey, dopefiends! We are pushing out an update ahead of the localizations. This features some fixes for things as well as changes
in some layouts and graphics. Here is the change log for the curious:

 Added: localization functions

 Added: Russian translations

 Added: new graphics for Russian translations

 Added: Russian achievements to Steam

 Changed: some graphics in English version

 Changed: upgraded to new Steamworks API

 Changed: cleaned up some code
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 Changed: layout of Stashware

 Changed: cleaned up unused graphics

 Changed: "at" on dealing to more language-neutral "....."

 Fixed: various spelling and grammar errors in English version

 Fixed: issue with alternate NPC images

 Fixed: blackmarket categories not "unpressing" if items in other category selected

Localization Progress
Speaking of the localizations, the Russian one is currently in beta. We are looking for issues with it but so far everything seems
good. The folks at Tolma4 Team are still checking though.

The Brazilian version is also still under translation but coming along nicely!. The Dope Game - The Stash Release And Small
Mac Update:
Hey there! We just released The Stash DLC today! You can check it out here. It is 10% off for the first week and does require
the base game.

The Stash DLC
The Stash does not add any content to the main game and is just a bonus content pack.

The Stash, if you didn't read our previous post, contains the full soundtrack, art book, wallpapers, out-take video, thank you
note, and an old-school console version of the game. The Console Edition only works in BASH right now, so you can only play
on Linux, maybe Mac, and on Windows using either Git's BASH or BASH on Ubuntu on Windows update.

The Stash will continue to get small updates as we update the main game and release more content. So watch out for that if you
get it.

Mac Update
We also pushed the Mac update from beta to release. If you are a Mac user the game should update for you. Let us know if you
run into any issues.. The Dope Game - Version 3.3.13 Update:
Hey, dope fiends! Today we are issuing a small patch to deal with a bug that sometimes screws up people's stash drugs. Here is
the small, two item change log for your viewing pleasure:

Changed: API system to now store stash details to CoaguCo servers

Fixed: issue with stash not updating correctly with Steam servers

. The Dope Game: Tiny Update Version 0.5.2:
This is a minor update to fix some little issues in the game, including a big performance bump when changing locations. The
change log is as follows:

Changed: method for how the game loads scenes, vastly improves loading

Changed: CoaguCo API to be more efficient (hopefully faster)

Changed: heat reduction algorithm

Changed: finding drugs function, excess drugs are left on the sidewalk instead of eaten
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Changed: heat levels needed for different police levels

Fixed: issue where choosing to run from police resulted in automatic combat with no prompt

Fixed: some Steam stats not saving correctly

. The Dope Game - Hotfix version 1.2.1:
Hey there, dope fiends. We just pushed out a small fix for version 1.2.0's update which only addresses issues at the Fun Park.
As usual, the Mac version will come later in the day. Here is a list of the fixes put in place.

 Fixed: missing PARK_FAVOR variable in player object

 Fixed: Bill Finnigan saying the wrong price on animals

 Fixed: choice branch issues causing blank response

 Fixed: OWTD owners getting unlimited free animals

. The Dope Game - Halloween Update Version 3.1.2 Hotfix:
Happy Halloween, dope fiends! We are sneaking in a tiny hotfix to correct a few minor issues with the game's newest
Halloween update. Here's the modest change log:

Fixed: Halloween achievement not popping unless you had over 100 candies

Fixed: incorrect damage on Dual Berettas

Fixed: sub-locatin icon working when cop stop you for dealing

Let us know if you find anything else! Happy holidays!. The Dope Game - Version 3.6 Update:
Hey, dope fiends! This is a small update due to issues found by some players. Fixes a weird game crash that some people may
have experienced and fixes medpack not reducing properly.

Here is the change log for those curious:

Fixed: issue where finding non-firearm causes game to crash

Fixed: not removing medpack after use

. The Dope Game - Version 3.2.1 Update:
Hey, dopefiends! We are pushing out a small patch to fix some naming stuff in the X-Mas edition. Here is the very tiny change
log, as is tradition:

Fixed: missing X-Mas names in Stash

Fixed: missing X-Mas names in Stashware

Fixed: Labs quit menu not functioning correctly
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